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The EIA reported a withdrawal of 122 bcf . This compares to a draw
last year of 97 bcf. And it brings total storage levels to 3,726 bcf for
the week ended December 11th. And such level provides a surplus
of 284 bcf to last year and 243 bcf to the five-year average. The last
two weekly draws of this year to be reported should total around 315
bcf. And if correct, it will bring the end-of-year level to 3,411 bcf and
will accordingly equate to surpluses of 202 and 157 bcf to last year
and the five-year average respectively.
The total draws for December have been high when considering the
cooler but not extremely cold temps occurring. The month could
end up totaling around 525 bcf compared to 387 bcf last year (which
was milder). And as the market gets into January, last year only
drew a total of 583 bcf/d for the month due to mild conditions then.
So, the y-o-y storage surplus could remain fairly static or even
shrink slightly depsite the above normal temps forecast if LNG
exports continue at high levels. The relative improvement in storage
levels this month is causing us to re-think our end-of-March lower
to around 1,650 - 1,675 bcf (a likely price neutral level for 2021).

The U.S. gas rig count remains mired near the bottom of where it
has been since early April when it first fell below 100 rigs. The
current count stands at 81 rigs as of the week ended December 18th
- which is only up slightly from the low of 71 rigs in mid September.
We had kind of suspected a few months back that there might be a
fairly good surge higher in the gas rig count heading into the end of
the year as producers would have budgetary and fiscal calendar
reasons to increase drilling. Clearly that assumption was incorrect.
The U.S. oil rig count has on the other hand seen a decently strong
increase over the last several months. It stands 263 rigs operating.
This is a far cry from the 667 rigs running for the same week last
year. But it has increased from the low ebb of 172 rigs in August.
And while the low gas rig count is likely not high enough to stem
any natural well decline against net total U.S. production, the gain
in the oil rig count is likely enough to overcome well decline for oil
and associated gas. The biggest disappointment for market bulls
beyond weather has been the lack of higher net supply decline.

A few fundamental items to note regarding oil; (i) while below the
extreme levels of the summer - U.S. petroleum inventories remain
above last year and five-year by just over 100 million bbls, (ii) similarly
global crude oil inventory levels continue to remain stubbornly high,
(iii) long term global oil demand is expected to begin its ascent higher
again post-Covid, albeit not nearly at the pace of the last 30 to 40 years,
(iv) U.S. oil production remains 2ish million bbls/d lower year-on-year,
and (v) a minor price-bullish potential is if the new Biden Admin in
fact limits drilling on federal leases as over 500,000 bbls/d from the
Permian in New Mexico is produced on federal lands.

The EIA recently released their quarterly review of oil and gas
companies through 3Q. And although some the 100 companies in
the study are international, it still represents the general state of
the U.S. shale sector.
All in all, the state of the industry is not as bad as one would have
expected six months ago; (i) 83% of the companies had positive
free cash-flow while 44% had positive earnings, (ii) cash from
operations was 31% lower - but offsetting such was the fact that
cap-ex was 39% lower, and (iii) ROE was down 13% year-on-year
as production was 9% lower overall. The industry is not per say
“healthy” - but certainly not in a disastrous state at present.

ERCOT Day-Ahead and Real-Time prices averaged $26.46
and $26.85 respectively for November. And this brings the
cum-to-date average for January through November to
$26.26 and $25.81 respectively. 2020 will be a market year that
will likely further push old inefficient thermal generators into
evaluating continued operation and will thus likely hasten
the retirement of more thermal units in the years to come.
The ancillary costs for November were at $1.49 per mwh on a
cost-to-serve basis. And this brings the cum-to-date average
for 2020 to $1.02 now through November.
The ERCOT-adjusted ORDC had application during even a
“nothing-load” month like November. The highest
contributing days were November 5th and 11th. And HE 18
incurred the most frequent occurrence of ORDC application
even though the 5th was the only day that saw the otherwise
LMP clear at very high price-levels for that hour.

As we’ve indicated before, November was quite mild with absolute temps (not
population-weighted) 3.2 degrees above the 30-year average and Texas and
ERCOT the being second mildest of the last thirty years. And December thus
far, while not as mild relative to normal, has still not produced any significant
colder temps. Looking forward, a short-lived stretch of colder temps shows up
for a few days around Christmas - but thereafter every forecast private and
public is indicating a mild January. And the just-updated NWS (which we
have never trusted too much) for Jan-Mar shows nothing but overall mild
temps. These forecasts could all be overstating the uber-mild conditions. But
if in fact valid, expect more downside pressure on natural gas prices.

